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Bicycles compatible with CS-650 Crank Stopper Stand 

 

・ The product can not be used when the size of a 

bicycle is not suitable for the position of the crank 

stopper.  

 

          

1. 【Check the type of your bicycle】                                 

・ The product has been designed assuming that it is 

used with the sports bikes, such as road bikes, cross 

bikes, and mountain bikes. You may not use it in 

other type of bicycles. 

・ This product may not support a folding bicycle and 

electric assist bicycle, please do not use it.  

Because specific frame and parts may be attached, 

support is inapplicable. 

・ This product may not support a bicycle having a 

mudguard or stand attached to its rear wheel, 

because the bicycle cannot be raised vertically. 

・ This product may not support pist bikes with no 

ratchet wheel backstop mechanism attached to the 

rear wheel. 

・ Some of mountain bikes may not be compatible with 

the product because of their sizes. Read also “2. 

Check the sizes of wheels and tires” and “3. Check 

the positions of bottom bracket (BB)”carefully, and 

measure the sizes.  

・ It is compatible with small bicycles with wheels  

20 inch.  

 

 

2. 【Check the sizes of wheels and tires】                           

・ Tire width cannot use the bicycle of more than 

60mm. 

 

3. 【Check the positions of bottom brackets (BB)】                     

・ Measure the distance indicated by an arrow as 

shown below. 

The distance between the central position of 

the BB and the floor 

 

 
In the case of 250 mm ＜distance between central 

position of BB and floor＜310 mm: 

→【Compatible with the product】 

 

4. Other specifications concerned:                                   

・ This product may not support a bicycle having the crank 

 165 mm in length. 

・ This product may not support a bicycle having the chain 

ring  54T. 

・ This product may not support a bicycle having an 

extremely-thick crank shaft.  

・ This product may not support a bicycle having a long 

wheelbase. 

・ This product may not support a bicycle having the 

extremely-wide space left between the right and left 

cranks. 

・ This product may not support a bicycle more than 16 kg 

in weight. 

 

別紙２ Attachment 2  
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5. about the height of the crank stopper and the pillar                

・ This product can do height adjustment in a joint part of 

the pillar intermediate part. Please adjust it to the crank 

height of the bicycle to use. When I lower it most, or when 

I raise it most, it becomes the following height. 

・ In the adjustment area of the height of the crank stopper, 

height from floor is within 750mm - 1,000mm. 

・ It becomes 535mm from a crank stopper to the pillar 

upper end. 

 
 

6. Contact                                                    

  

■CycleLocker Inc. 

Address: Issiki1887-6, Hayama-machi, Miura-gun, Kanagawa; 

postal code 240-0113 

MAIL:inf@cyclelocker.net   WEB http://cyclelocker.net  

 

Apr 2018 CS-650BK/CS-650WH/CS-650RD 
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